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ABSTRACT

Critical care clinicians are legally and ethically obligated to identify the appropriate surrogate decision-makers for patients who lack capacity and cannot make medical decisions for themselves. When the identification of the appropriate surrogate is streamlined, patient care is improved due to an uninterrupted and consistent plan of care that adheres to patient preferences. However, the process of identifying this ‘appropriate’ person can be complex, especially as interpersonal relationships have evolved over time. One such modern family relationship is informal marriage, a Texas-specific relationship formerly known as ‘common-law’ marriage. Though crucially important, this relationship can be difficult to recognize and is frequently misunderstood.

Utilizing a case study, this paper seeks to show how an informal marriage can impact medical decision-making by outlining what makes a relationship an informal marriage and provides tools to assist clinicians with identifying it. In an age in which non-traditional relationships are more common, Texas critical care clinicians should be familiar with informal marriage and recognize it in their patients to efficiently identify surrogates and therefore improve patient care.
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INTRODUCTION

The family unit is in flux now more than ever. An increasing number of Americans are choosing cohabitation as an alternative to marriage,¹ and those who do marry are waiting longer to do so.² Social norms are progressing and changing, and public policy is evolving in response. These complex interpersonal relationships can make it difficult for clinicians to identify a patient’s next-of-kin or surrogate for medical decision-making—which is necessary if a patient lacks capacity, a common scenario in intensive care units (ICUs). In Texas, this identification process can be further complicated due to a unique relationship known as informal marriage. Once called “common-law” marriage, this relationship, though present in Texas for more than a century, is still misunderstood. Modern forms of family increase the challenges.

Fortunately, informal marriage is relatively easy to recognize once the elements of the relationship are understood. This paper seeks to address some misconceptions surrounding informal marriage and to provide guidance for clinicians to identify this relationship. Furthermore, this paper emphasizes the need for clinicians to recommend that patients in non-traditional relationships execute advance directives, particularly medical powers of attorney, to streamline identification of surrogates and better adhere to patient preferences.

CASE PRESENTATION

Mr. Jones is a 35-year-old man who presents to the hospital with altered mental status and left-sided
weakness. After imaging, he is found to have a basilar artery thrombus for which he undergoes a mechanical thrombectomy and reperfusion. Etiology of the occlusion is suspected to be cocaine use. After several days in the ICU, his neurological status is poor. He intermittently follows commands by wiggling his toes, but he does not open his eyes. His right pupil is fixed, his left pupil is sluggish, and his cough reflex is absent. Gag and corneal reflex are present.

Mr. Jones’s family consists of his significant other, Emma, and his father, David. The patient and Emma have been in a relationship for 20 years and refer to each other as life partners. They have two young children and live in the same home together, but they use different last names. Emma says they “never got around” to getting married. His father speaks to his son often but lives across the country. He flies in for a family meeting with the physicians to discuss goals of care.

The physicians inform the family that due to the damage his brain sustained, Mr. Jones most likely will be ventilator dependent, unable to swallow, and not capable of much interaction for the remainder of his life. The decision of whether to proceed with a tracheostomy and permanent feeding tube placement or transition to comfort care is posed to the family. After hearing his poor prognosis, Emma states that she does not think the patient would want to live in a state in which he cannot take care of himself or interact with his children. She feels comfort care is most appropriate. David, however, states his son is a fighter who has beaten other serious ailments in the past. He believes that his son will surprise the doctors if he is given the chance to improve. He asks to move forward with aggressive measures.

Without documents naming Emma as Mr. Jones’s agent for health care decisions, the physicians are legally bound to follow David’s interpretation of his son’s wishes. The patient receives a tracheostomy and permanent feeding tube and is transferred to a long-term care facility.

**Discussion**

Most people in modern times get married formally by following statutorily outlined steps. In early America, however, completing this traditional method became more difficult. People were spreading out over the continent, meaning civil servants able to perform marriages were often unavailable and carrying identification paperwork was uncommon. A substitute to the formal, statutory method was needed to preserve institution of marriage. Judges—ruling on divorces, estate settlements, and legitimacy claims—saw the potential for great injustice if they were to determine that no marriage existed in cases of long-standing, significant relationships due to a mere lack of following the statutory steps. With the freedom to decide based on what would be fairest, judges would rule that a marriage existed based on the facts of the case—such as living together, raising a family together, and otherwise acting married—even if the couple did not formally marry. Over time, as judges recognized the same factors repeatedly as those that created a non-formal marriage, the “common-law” of marriage was created. To be “common-law married,” or to meet the judge-made requirements, became the substitute method of marriage to bridge the gap when formal marriage was not feasible.

Since the circumstances which necessitated common-law marriage are less common today, most states have abolished the practice. In Texas, however, common-law marriage still exists in some form. In 1969, the Texas legislature took the requirements of common-law marriage that judges had developed and codified them into statute, changing the name in the process to *informal* marriage, or “marriage without formalities.” Technically, *common-law* marriage no longer exists in Texas, though the concept of forming a marriage without state involvement has been preserved through *informal* marriage. Colloquially, however, the terms *common-law* and *informal* marriage are used interchangeably.

The issue of informal marriage in a medical setting is most often raised when someone mentions that the patient’s significant other is not “actually” or “really” married to the patient, or when there is uncertainty as to the seriousness of the relationship. In such circumstances, familiarity with the concept of informal marriage can help to eliminate confusion and streamline future plan of care discussions with both the patient
and family. As illustrated by this case, the presence or absence of an informal marriage has a significant impact on patient care.

There are three requirements that must be met for a couple to be informally married in Texas. A relationship becomes an informal marriage when a couple (1) agrees that they are married, then (2) lives together in Texas as spouses, while (3) representing to others that they are married.\(^5\) All three elements must be present simultaneously, and the individuals must have the capacity to marry. This means that they must be at least 18 years old, unrelated, and not married to someone else. The legal status created by informal marriage is identical to that created by a formal marriage, including inheritance rights, spousal privilege, and parental rights. Both same-sex and different-sex couples can be informally married. Informally married couples typically must get formally divorced.\(^6\)

The essential difference between formal and informal marriage is the method by which the couple expresses their consent to be married to each other.\(^4\) In a formal marriage, the couple’s consent is expressed through the ceremony, with an officiant and witnesses. In an informal marriage, the consent is expressed via cohabitation as spouses. Informally married couples must live together and be known in the community as married, while a formally married couple could choose to keep their marriage a secret and live separately, while still maintaining the legal status of a marriage.

There are two common misconceptions about informal marriage in Texas. The first is that there is a duration requirement, or a length of time a couple must live together before being considered married. Texas does not have a duration requirement, though other states do. The second misconception involves the “agreement” element. Many people interpret this element to mean that the couple has agreed to be married at some point in the future,\(^7\) i.e., engaged. But this is incorrect.\(^8\) Instead, the couple must have agreed to be married at some point in the past and then carried on as spouses.

Although clinicians cannot make legal judgments on the validity of patient marriages, it is within the purview of a medical professional to ascertain who the surrogate decision-maker is for an incapacitated patient. As such, familiarity with the evidence commonly used to prove an informal marriage can be helpful. The “agreement” element can be the most difficult to identify. In cases similar to this one, only one-half of the couple can speak to the nature of their relationship. Signifiers of a past agreement to be married are the terms the couple uses for each other. If they refer to their partner as “fiancée” or “boyfriend,” the couple is almost certainly not informally married. Instead, consistent use of terms like “husband,” “spouse,” and sometimes “life partner” more clearly signify the couple’s past intent to be married to each other and thus current status as informally married. Asking the capacitated partner to describe when and how they and the patient decided to marry is another useful strategy to identify this element.\(^9\)

The other elements are easier to spot. Living together in Texas “as spouses”\(^10\) requires a showing that the couple share an address and treat each other as spouses in day-to-day life. This includes factors such as raising children together, having joint savings or checking accounts, filing joint tax returns, and purchasing property together. The third and final element turns on whether the couple has a reputation in the community of being married,\(^11\) or whether the relationship is “public knowledge.” Evidence that the couple “holds themselves out” as married includes use of the same last name and consistent references to each other as spouses. It can also include corroborative from other family members or individuals who know the couple outside the hospital, like a member of the clergy. In combination, the second and third elements provide circumstantial evidence that the couple did in fact agree to be married, though it is not an automatic inference.\(^12\)

Informal marriage need not have the reputation of being complex or troublesome. For critical-care clinicians, knowing the history, elements, and misconceptions regarding this relationship can lead to better patient care. Patients in modern relationships who regain the capacity to make their own medical decisions should be encouraged to fill out a medical power of attorney promptly to avoid any future disagreements as to the appropriate surrogate. In instances in which there are conflicting opinions from family or
friends on whether the couple is informally married, and for decisions regarding withholding or withdrawing life-sustaining therapy from patients for whom the appropriate surrogate is uncertain, consulting a clinical ethicist or a member of the risk management/legal team of the hospital is the best approach.\textsuperscript{13}

\section*{Disclaimer}

The information provided in this paper does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice; instead, this information is for general informational purposes only. Readers of this paper should contact an attorney to obtain advice with respect to any particular legal matter.
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